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       No matter how difficult the challenge, when we spread our wings of
faith and allow the winds of God's spirit to lift us, no obstacle is too
great to overcome. 
~Roy Lessin

Things are temporary, relationships last forever. Nothing can replace
the time we spend investing in the life of another. 
~Roy Lessin

Confidence is not based on you having all the resources needed to take
care of yourself; confidence is based upon the truth that God is faithful. 
~Roy Lessin

Each day is a day that God has given us,   and each moment of that
day is in His hands. 
~Roy Lessin

The storms of life can be used for good in our lives if we let them drive
our spirits higher and closer to God. 
~Roy Lessin

How blessed I am that I can walk beside you, lean upon you, and live
within the warmth of your love... 
~Roy Lessin

We are like clay containers filled with a beautiful treasure. So often it
has been the love of Jesus expressed through the life of someone I
know that has made a difference in my life. 
~Roy Lessin

The wonder of Christmas is that the God Who lived with us can now
live within us. 
~Roy Lessin
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There is always time enough in a day to do God's will. 
~Roy Lessin

The more I know you, the more I want to know you more. 
~Roy Lessin
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